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An Extension of the Alekseev Variation 
of Constant Formula for Neutral Nonlinear 
Perturbed Equation with an Application 
to the Relative Asymptotic Equivalence 
A. F. 1~6 AND A. VENTURA 
In this paper we present an extension of the Alekseev variation of constant for- 
mula for a nonlinear neutral functional differential equation and make an 
application to the relative asymptotic equivalence between the solutions of the 
systems: (1) (d/d/) Dr,=f(r.r,) and (2) (d/rlr) D-v-, =f(r. .Y,) +x(r, .r,), where the 
equation ( I ) is a nonlinear system of neutral functional differential equation with / 
and ,a mapping bounded closed sets into bounded sets. ( 19x7 Academw Pros. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A nonlinear variation of constants method was introduced by Alekseev 
[ 11 in case of ordinary differential equations and applications of this for- 
mula to problems of stability and asymptotic equivalence of differential 
systems were given by Brauer [2, 3,4]. In [S] Hale and Meyer present an 
extension of the classical variation-of-constant formula for linear neutral 
differential equations. 
In [6, 71 Evans studied questions arising from problems of stability and 
asymptotic equivalence of functional differential equations. In [8] Shanholt 
presented an extension of Alekseev’s formula to functional differential 
equations of retarded type. 
In this paper we give an extension of Alekseev’s formula for nonlinear 
neutral differential equations of the type 
(1) 
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where D: C--f E” is a continuous linear autonomous operator satisfying 
equivalent relation to (1.2) and f: IY~ + E”, Sz c R x C open set, is a non- 
linear continuous function with a continuous first Frechet derivative with 
respect to $ E C and g: Q + E” is a nonlinear continuous function. 
We consider also the problem of the relative asymptotic equivalence of 
the solution of the systems (1) and (2). Theorem 3.6 gives conditions under 
which the following result is verified: given a solution y, of (1) there exists a 
solution x, of (2) such that 
limll~,(x,-.v,)ll =O (*I 
where d(t) is a nonsingular n x n real continuous matrix defined on 
[a-r,co) such that d,(Q)=d(t+Q, @E[-r,O], t~[a,co) and 
(~,-~,)(Q) = d,(Q) Xl(@). 
The converse of this result, namely: given a solution x, of (2) there exists 
a solution y, of (1) such that (*) is satisfied, is proved in Theorem 3.8. 
The method employed involves the extensions of Alekseev’s formula and 
Darbo’s fixed point theorem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E” a vector space (real or complex) of dimension n, with norm /. ( 
and r 3 0 a real number. We denote by C( [a, h], I?) the Banach space of 
continuous functions with the supremum norm. When [a, b] is [-r, O] we 
denote C = C( [ -Y, 01, E”). If (T and A B 0 are real numbers, then for every 
t~[r~,r~+Al and xEC([g-r,cJ+A],E”) we let X,EC be defined by 
x,(O)=x(t+fl), -r6060. 
If 52 c R x C is open and if D,f: Q -+ E” are continuous functions, then 
the relation 
2 D(f, x,) =f(c x,) (1.1) 
is a functional differential equation. A function x is said to be a solution of 
(1.1) if there are aeR and A>0 such that xEC([a-r,a+A],E”), 
(t, x,) E Q for t E [a, a + A) and D(t, x,) is differentiable and satisfies (1.1) 
for t E [a, a + A). For a given couple (a, 4) E Q we say that x is a solution 
with initial value (a, 4), and we denote it by x(a, #), if x, = 4. 
We assume in (1.1) that 
where /l(t, fl), 0 6 t < cr,. -r < fl6 0, is an n x 17 matrix whose elements are 
of bounded variation. We say that the integral in (1.2) is nonatomic at zero 
if there exists a scalar ;I([, .r), continuous nonnegative for 06 t < X. 
0 d s < x. ;3( f. 0) = 0. such that 
(1.3) 
for every IJ E C, 0 < s 6 Y. System (1. I ) is called a functional differential 
equation of neutral type if the integral in (1.2) is nonatomic at zero. We 
assume also the existence, uniqueness. and continuous dependence on 
initial data for the solutions of (1.1 ). 
Our main concerns are the systems 
(1.4) 
where D: C -+ E” is a continuous linear autonomous operator satisfying 
equivalent relation to (1.2) and f: R + E”, R c Rx C open set, is a non- 
linear continuous function with a continuous first Frechet derivative with 
respect to ++I E C and g: Sz + E” is a nonlinear continuous function. 
For every solution J’,(G, 4) of (1.4) we can define a nonautonomous 
linear functional differential equation of neutral type of the form 
$ D:, =./; (13 .r,(s, .~,(a, 4))) -,, t3s3a30 (1.6) 
which is called “the linear variational equation” of (1.4), with respect to the 
solution j.,(z .Y.> (a, d)). 
If 4~ C and r,(cr, 4) is the unique solution of (1.6), we define the 
operator T( t, a): C + C, t 3 CJ, by the relation 
T(t, a)#=-,(a, 4). (1.7) 
Since solutions of (1.6) are continuous in t, 0 for CT < t < cc, T(t, a) is 
strongly continuous for CT 6 t < X. Also 
T(t, r)=Z, T(t, a) T(a, cc)= T(t, Y), Sr<lT<y<a. 
Writing Eq. (1.6) in the form 
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we consider Y(t), t > -Y, the n x n matrix solution of bounded variation on 
compact sets, continuous from the right of the equation 
D(Y,)=I+s’L(s,?~,)ds, t3a 
0 
0, 
y,(e)= I 
i. 
-r<t?<O 
Q=O 
(1.8) 
y, = T(r, 0) 4, r,(e)= v-k 4 r,iw, eE h 01. 
Consider now the homogeneous “difference” equation 
Dy,=O, t30 
with D satisfying the same condition as before. If CD = {# E C: 04 = 0) 
then the equation D>*, = 0, f 2 0 defines a strongly continuous semigroup of 
linear transformations T,(t): C’, + C,, t 3 0, where T, (t) $ = Y, ($ ), 
t b 0, I/ E C, and Y,($) is the solution of DJ,, = 0, t 3 0, through (0, II/). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The operator D is said to be uniform!,. stable if there 
exist constant K3 1, r > 0, such that 
LEMMA 1.2. (See [ 13, Lemma 4.1, p. 161 for proof.) [f‘ i/z the equation 
(d/dt) DJ*, =,f‘( t, J.,) the continuous operaror D is un~forml~~ stable andf maps 
bounded subsets of‘ R x C into bounded sets of E”, then 
T(t,o,4~‘.lhL$N= T,(t)(ll/d)+ T,(t,o)qi t>,a 
where $: C + C, is continuous linear operator defined bJ> $4 = 4 - @D(b), 
n?th @ = (4, ,..., 4,,), 4, E C, i = l,..., n such that D( @) = I, the identit!, and 
T,(t) is an r-contraction with x < 1 and T, (t, 0) is compact. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Darbo’s fixed point). If A is a comes bounded closed 
subset of some Banach space and {fff: A + A is an r-contraction nith !I < 1, 
then, f has a fixed point. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Consider again the systems 
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(2.1 ) 
satistying the same conditions of the systems (1.4) and (1.5). Then we have 
LEMMA 2.1. If’ y,(.s,s,(o,~)) md s,(a,q5) clre d~fferentiahle solutions 
\\.itll respe~~t to t und .s, rrspectiuel~~, of’ (2.1 ) und (2.2), then 
are solutions qf’ (1.6) that coincide with Y, g( I, x, (a, 4)) at t = s. 
Remark. Since that for any fixed t 3 0. ~,(a, 4) = &t + (I), t + 1) d 0, 
-r 6 0 < 0, we have that 
Considering now fl = 0, from the relation (1.2) which defines the 
operator D and by integrating from 0 to t the relation (2.1), we get 
Therefore, if the initial datum q3 is differentiable with respect to 6 and 
satisfies the compatibility condition D$ =f (CJ, 4) we can say that y,(~, 4) is 
differentiable with respect to t, for all t > 0. 
In this paper, we hereafter assume that the initial datum is differentiable 
with respect to 6 and satisfies the compatibility condition. 
Proqfuf the Lemma. It is trivial that T(t, s; X, (0, 4)) Y,, is a solution of 
( 1.6), and so is T(t, s; X, (a, 4)) Y, g( t, x,), since g is constant with respect 
to 0. and for t = s 
T(f,.c,y,,(a, 4)) Y,g(s,-~,(a, 4))= Ycg(s,-Y,(CT, 4)). (2.3) 
From the linearity of D we have [ 12, p. 1001 
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=;;D(Y,(s, X,(CJ, 4))) 
=-&A ST xs(c 4))) 
which shows us that (d/ds)y,(s, ~,~(a, 4)) is a solution of (1.6). 
Consider now the following functions: 
(4 0) Il(u. @I,(U) 
h 
s - (s, -y, (a39)) 
s - W(s)) - ff(J> &I) 
I 
Thus 
Therefore 
$4vA x,(0, d))= 
1 
&As> x,s(c, 4)) 1 f= s 
+ 2 O.s(t, x,(~, $1) L 1 .I = .r 
But from (2.2) it follows 
$Dy,~(s,x,(o,~))=~Dx,(o, 4))=f(s,x,(o, 4)) 
+ .A xs cc 4)) 
and from (2.1) we have 
=.f(s, .x-, (c,) 4)). 
,--i 
Then 
Once again, from the linearity of D we can write 
(2.4) 
We claim now that 
for all HE C-Y, 01. 
To prove this consider the function 
Note that for Q E C-r, 0] fixed and t sufficiently close to s such that 
t+d<s, we have 
since ~3, (s, .Y,(cJ, 4)) = .Y,(cJ, 4) and then from (1.2) we get 
for every t and in particular for t = S. 
Thus, h(#)=Ofor QE[--1.,0). From (1.2) and (2.4) we have at 0=0, 
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We can say that the integral above is zero since for 8 < 0, h(8) = 0 and 
JTr L-44@1 o(e) IS nonatomic at zero. Thus we can conclude 
Therefore for all 0 E [ -r, 0] we can write 
Thus from (2.3) and (2.5) and from the uniqueness of solutions of the 
system (1.6) we have 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
THEOREM 2.2 (extensions of Alekseev’s variation-of-constant formula). 
Under the conditions, spec$ed.fiom systems (1.4) and (1.5) a relationship 
hemeen solutions qf these s>‘stems is given hj, 
Proof, With the hypothesis considered above we are using the con- 
ditions of Lemma 2.1 and then we can use (2.6). We show therefore that 
.Y,(c, lb) given by (2.7) satisfies the system (2.2). In fact, 
f D(.U,(G, 4)) = f DC.r,(fl, 41) + j’ T(r, s; .y,(cJ, 4)) Y, gb, .T?)]. 
(i 
From (2.1) and the linearity of D we have 
; D(-u,(o, $1) =.f(t, 19,) + f j’ D(t, s; .~,(a, 4)) Y, g(s, x, ] ds 
I7 
=.f(by,)+DCT(t, t;s,(a,$)) Y,g(t,.u,)] 
+I:f DC7lt, 3; .Y,(c, 4)) Y, g(s, .u,)] ds 
=f(C .v,) +g(t, -u,) + !-; $ D[T(t, s; .Y,G, 4)) Y, g(s, x,)] ds 
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since D( Y,) = I. But from (2.6) and 1.6) and from Lemma 2.1 it follows 
f or l-(6 s; s,, (0, 4)) Y, gl.5 .~.,,I 
=.f; (f> .I’,(.c .~,(a, 4))) T(f, s; .~,(a, 4, Y,g(.c .u,) 
Thus 
which proves the theorem. 
3. APPLICATION 
As an application of Theorem 2.2 we study now asymptotitc equivalence 
between a nonperturbed system of nonlinear neutral functional differential 
equations and its perturbed system. First of all we need to establish some 
notation and definitions. 
We denote by C( [ -r, 01, R) the set of all continuous functions defined 
on [-r,O] with real values and by C+C([-r,O],R+), R, = 
(x6 R: x30). 
Let 
ti = w( t, u,). (3.1) 
be a functional differential equation where w E C( [a, co) x C( [ -r, 01, R). 
DEFINITION 3.1. For every 4 E C = C( [ - r, 01, E”) the euclidean-norm of 
9, 141, is such that 
141 ,(@I = I4(@L -r<B<O. 
We have that 141  E C,. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. We say that w(t, 4) is nondecreasing in 4 for each t 
fixed in [a, co) if given 0, $ E C( C--r, 01, R) with 141 1 < I$1 I we have 
44 9) 6 w(t, II/ 1. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If p(t, o; 4) is a solution of (3.1) defined on [o, e + a] 
with a > 0 and if any other solution u(t, o; 4) of (3.1) defined in the same 
interval ‘[a, (T + a] satisfies the inequality 
then, p( t, o; 4) is a maximal solution of (3.1) on [a, r~ + a]. 
In [ 10, Theorem 6.9.3 p. 361, Lakshimikantham proved the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. If w  E C( [a 00) x C( [ -r, 01, R) and w( t, 4) is nondecreasing 
in 4, ,for each fixed t E [u, CQ), then, given an initial function 
u,C( [ -r, 01, R) there exists tl, > 0 such that (3.1) admits a unique maximal 
solution u(t, o; u,) defined on [a, r~ + r,]. 
In [Theorem 1, 111 Cassago, has proved 
LEMMA 3.5. Let m E C( [c - r, 0 + a], R + ) satisfy the inequality 
m(t) < P,(O) + j’ 4s, m,) 4 
c? 
where w  E C[o - r, u + a] x C, , R,). Suppose that w( t, $) is nondecreasing 
in Ic/ for each fixed t, fE [a, a+u], and that (&a; p,), with 
p, E C, { 4 E C + : (41, < p, p > 0} is the maximal solution of (3.1) existing for 
t > 0. 
Then, there exists an a >O such that m, < pn implies that 
m(t) d u( t, a; u,), u d t d 0 + a. 
Consider now the systems 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
satisfying the same conditions of Theorem 2.2 and let d(t) be a nonsingular 
n x n real continuous matrix defined on [a - r, ~II) such that 
4,(8)==d(t+8); (d,x,)(B)=d,(fl)x,(f9), -r<tI<O. 
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Suppose the maximal solution I( t, D. p,) of p = ~t.( 1. p,). W( t. /J,) satisfy- 
ing the same conditions of the Lemma 3.5. exists for f >, 0 and satisfies 
lim,, r p(t)=p,. <x. 
In these conditions we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R, and D 1 open sets such that Q, c C. D, c R, and 
D, c L?, and let D2 be a subset of D, cf 
(a) lA,y,l, <,a, implies ;‘? ~D,,for t3a, 
(b) lId,T(t, s;;‘,) Y,g(s, ?,)I1 <n‘(s, ld,:,I), for I,SE [a. x) and 
i’l EQ,, 
(c) I[ Ai(o, $)I/ 6 lc#(O)l, t 3 CT, $ E Dz and qh is fhe initialfunction qftlze 
solution .u(t, a; 4) of (3.3), then. .for ecer>’ initial dEl2, suck tl7at 141, <p. 
p<px and /$(O)l <p,(O) there esists a solution .Y,(cT, q5)~D, of(3.3). for 
13 6. 
To each sucI7 solution there corresponds a solution >+,?(a, #) qf(3.2), I 3 0 
such that 
(3.4) 
Proof Using (2.171, for LED?, Jd/,<p<p, and J&O)l<p,(O), the 
solution of (3.3) is given by 
for every f 3 fs. 
Thus, for every 0 E C-Y, 01, 
x(~+~,=~~(t+O,+ 1’ [T(t, KS,) Y,](O)g(s, .u,)ds 
J, 
and then from hypotheses (b) and (c) it follows 
llA(t + 0) .et + ~111 
“’ + J llA(t+~)II~(t, s; .u,\) Y,l(@g(s, s,))ll ds 0 
6 p,(O) + 1' 4s, lA,s, I ,I ds. 
fl 
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Therefore, by Lemma 3.5 
which implies 
and then, by hypothesis (a), 
In order to prove (3.4) we need to show that .Y,(u, 4) is bounded in the 
future. 
For this we show that .Y,(o., 4) is bounded in [a, I + ) and then we can 
conclude by Theorem 2.5 of [9, p. 2791, that t, = x. 
In fact, suppose that .Y,(o, 4) is unbounded in [a, r + ). Then, there exists 
a sequence t,, -+ t + and for all positive constants M there is n,, such that 
Il.~~,,(u, f$)II 3M>O for n>n,,. 
On the other hand we show that there is a constant K> 0 such that 
It is equivalent to show that there is K > 0 such that 
Kd IHA,,, 1.J with 
.y,,, (03 4 ) 
L’in’= lI.Y,,,(O., d,II’ 
If this is not the case, then there exists a subsequence (t,,,) such that 
11 A I”, L‘l,,, 11 -0 with n,+ x;. 
Therefore, there is a subsequence (r,,,) such that for I’,,~~ + c,, we have 
Since A(t) is a nonsingular matrix we have c0 = 0, against the fact that u,, 
is a point on the unitary ball. 
Thus, there is a constant A > 0 such that 
If f, < cc, that is, if the solution .Y,(cJ, 4) is noncontinuable in [a, 4) 
with rs < b < r + we take the closed set 
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where B,, is the closed ball with radius .?R, centered at the origin. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.5 of [9, p. 2791, I + = sr;. 
We show now, that the integral 
 ^I 
! T(t,.s;.u,(a,c+b)) Y,g(s..x,(o, 4))ds (3.5) * 
converges uniformly on compact subintervals of [ CJ, LD ).
In fact, since lim,, ., p(t) =px and p(t) is increasing because its 
derivative is positive, given F > 0 there is T> g such that T< t, < f,, 
O<p(r,)-p(t,)<~. Consequently 
which shows that for t in compact subintervals of [o, 03) the integral 
(3.6) 
converges uniformly. Since d(t) is nonsingular it follows that the integral in 
(3.6) converges uniformly in compact subintervals of [a, co). 
Thus given a solution J~,(o, 4) of (3.2) we have 
is a solution of (3.2) which satisfies (3.4). 
In fact, based on (2.6) we see that 
Thus, 
Y,(T, x,(c, 4)) =wvr*(o, #I - j= T(t, s; x,,.(g, #)I Y, As, x,((i, 4)) ds. T 
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Therefore, when r -+ cc we have y((t, x,(0,4)) converging uniformly to 
y.?(cr, q5), since (3.5) holds. 
On the other hand, from (2.6) we have 
for 0 < t < r, a solution of (3.2) in [a, r]. 
By (3.5) we can say that 
is the uniform limit of solutions of (3.2) on [o, co) and then it is a solution 
of (3.2) on compact parts of [o, co). 
Finally from (2.7) (3.7), and from hypotheses (a) and (b) we have: 
when t --, co, which completes the proof. 
Before we establish the reciprocal theorem of Theorem 3.6, we concen- 
trate some results that we have in the proof of Theorem 3.6 in the 
following: 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. Let 
v E C( [a, cc ), C). Then, 
(i) the integral j: T(t, s; u(s)) Y, g(s, u(s)) ds exists uniformly for t 
on compact s&intervals of [a, co). 
(ii) for z E C( [o, cc ), C) defined by 
z(t) =yr(a, 4) - Jlv T( 6 s; 4s)) Y, g(s, 4s)) 4 
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~,here J’,(G, 4) is a solution qf‘ (3.2), there esists s E C( [o - r, x ). R”) 
dejined by, 
s(t) = 
i 
:(t)(O), t>,o 
=(a)(r- fl), a-r<t<o 
and satisfying s, = z(t), t > CJ and (d/dt) Dx, =,f‘( t, .u,) + g( t, c(t)) n,ith 
I 
x 
.Y, = q5 - T(a, s; L’(S)) Y, g(s, c(s)) ds. 
0 
THEOREM 3.8. In the h?yotheses of Theorem 3.6, suppose that the linear 
operator D is uniformly stable and suppose that f and g map closed bounded 
subsets of R x C into bounded sets of E”. 
Then given any solutions ~‘,(o, q5) of (3.2), t >, 0 with q+ E Dz, there exist 
t, > Q and a solution .Y,((T, 4) of (3.3), t > t, such that the condition (3.4) is 
certyied. 
Proqf: First of all observe that the conditions below are equivalent: 
(i) given any real number px > 0 there exists a solution of 
P(t) = w(t, p,), in some interval [t,, x ) such that lim,, % p(t) = p x . 
(ii) 1% rt(s, M) ds < 3~; for each M > 0 real. 
Now, let .v,((T, 4) be a solution of (3.2) such that 4~ Dz, I&O)1 <p(o). 
Let p(a) < II for some positive constant q and choose t, 3 G‘, sufficiently 
large such that 
w(s, 2~) ds 6 q. 
Consider the set 
Bz,,= {uEC([~, x), C):~‘(t)=d,x,, /u(t)l,62q, tag} 
where .r E C( [g - r, ZE ), E”). 
It is clear that Bza is a convex subset of C( [IO, ;o), C). 
Let S: Bz7 -+ C( [CT, co), C) be the operator defined by 
(Sc)(t)=d, ?*,(a,d)-~x T(t, s; A,-‘u(s)) Y,g(s, A,-‘o(s)) ds (3.8) 
I 1 
with t> t, 30 and ~,(cJ, 4) a solution of (3.2), #E Dz and id(O)1 <p(a), 
A;‘=(‘!-‘),. 
We have 
(i) S(&v) c &,. 
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In fact from hypotheses (b) and (c) it follows that 
(ii) S is a continuous operator. 
In fact, let (uIILEN be a sequence in B,, converging uniformly to u E B,,. 
Then for z 3 t, and t2 >, t, such that for every E > 0 
we can write 
Il(su,,Nt) - (sv)(t))ll 
d s m IlAC~(c s; A.;‘~,b)) Yogb, A.y-‘o,(s)) , 
- T(h 5; A.,-‘W Y,gb, &‘Wlll ds 
- T( t, s; A, ’ u(s)) Y, g(s, A, ‘u(s))] \I ds. 
Thus, by hypothesis (b) of Theorem 3.6 we have 
i = IlA,Cc s; A,,%(~)) Y,ds, A,; ‘u,(s)) 12 
- T(t, s; A,‘ub)) Y,g(s, A,‘4s))lll ds 
s 
cc 
<2 
12 
w(s,2~)ds<f,r,~r>r,. 
Due to the uniform convergence of the sequence (II,) on compact sub- 
intervals of [a, co) and to the uniform continuity of T and g in the same 
intervals it follows that 
T(t> s; A, *u,(s)) Y, g(s, A, ‘u,(s)) 
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converges uniformly to T( t, s; A, ’ u(s)) Y, g(s, A,- I II(S)) on compact sub- 
intervals of [a, CC). 
Being M=supjlA,I/, te [t,, t,], and given a>0 there exists 
n, = n,(c, t,, f2) such that for every n > n,, it follows 
- r(t, 3; A, ’ 4s)) Y, g(s, A,;- ‘u(s)] II 
d ‘* IlA,ll ’ s ds< MGt,-t) E I 2M(t, - t) ‘2M(t,-t)=Z’ 
Thus, (l(Su,)(t)- (Sv)(l <E for every n an,(e), t E [t,, t,], which shows 
that (Sun)(t) converges uniformly to (Su)(t) on compact subintervals of 
[a, co) and therefore, S is continuous. 
By Lemma 3.7, the operator A,-’ (&)(I) is a solution of the differential 
equation 
&W,-liWU))=f(t, A,-‘(Su)(t))+g(t, A,-‘u(t)) (3.9) 
with 
t, s; A,,P’u(s)) Y,g(s, A,,P’o(s))ds. (3.10) 
By hypotheses the operator D is uniformly stable and then by 
Lemma 1.2, A,- ’ (S)(t) is an a-contraction with c( < 1 plus compact 
operator. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2 of Darbo’s fixed point, A, ’ (S)(t) has 
a fixed point given by 
A;‘u(t)=y,(a, ~8-j~ r(t, s; A;‘u(s)) Y,g(s, Ay’u(s)) ds 
I 
and satisfying (3.9). 
From the definition of B,,, we have u(t) = A,x, and 
A;‘u(t)=AiP’Alxr=xt. 
From (3.8) we have that 
X1(@, 4) =JJ,(c 4) -y T( t, s; X,(CJ, 4)) Y, g(s, ~,(a, 4)) ds f 
is a solution of (3.3) and satisfies (3.4): 
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which by (3.6) tends to zero when t + co, which completes the proof. 
The Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 show that the systems (3.2) and (3.3) are 
asymptotically equivalent. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
The following example will be an application of Theorems 3.6 and 3.8. 
Suppose r = n = 1 and e = 0. Let D be defined by D# = $(O) - K1 #( - l), 
with O< IK, 1 < 1. So (see Hale [9, p. 2881) D is stable. Let 
f(4) = a sin (b(0) and g( t, (6) = b(t) d’( - 1) with a < 0 and h(t) a non- 
negative continuous function satisfying 
1 
r (s + 2)3 b(s) ds < a3. 
0 
Thus the systems (3.2) and (3.3) have the form 
$[?(I)-Kry(t-l)]=usinl-(r) 
g [x(t)-K,x(t- l)]= a sin x(t) + h(t) x2(t - 1) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where g is a continuous function and f is a continuous nonlinear map with 
a continuous first Frechet derivative with respect to 4 E C. 
Note that we consider differentiable initial datum 0 with respect to 4 and 
satisfying the compatible condition d(O) - K, & - 1) = a sin 4(O). It is easy 
to see that the set of such 4 is not empty. It is enough to consider differen- 
tiable 4 with d(O) = 0, -K, = a and b( - 1) = sin d(O) = 0. 
The variational equation relative to the trivial solution of (4.1) is given 
by 
-$ [z(t)- K,z(t-l)]=az(t). 
The characteristic equation associated to (4.3) is 
I-K,Ae-“=a 
whose eigenvalues 3, are such that Re A ~0, which can be verified by 
straightforward calculations. Therefore the solution y(t) of (4.1) is 
uniformly asymptotic stable. 
34 17.t: ANI) VENTURA 
Now we can choose M > 0 such that 
MK /’ (.r+2)‘h(s)d~< I 
for K>O. Then (see Evans [6].) 
I-MKj’(.r+2)‘h(s)rls 
,I 1’ 
is the unique bounded solution to 
p(t)=K(t+2)‘h(t)p’(t), P(O) = M 
If we take d(t)= l$(O)J(t+2) ’ on -1 6t and w(t, p,)= 
K(t + 2)’ h(t) of and the open set D, c C, 
D, = i~4-/IIC/II<~l(f+2)) 
where M, = M[ 1 - MKJ,; (s + 2)’ h(s) A] ’ the hypotheses of Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied. 
In fact 
(a) Let y, EC such that Id,y,/, <<pi. So 
I?rl, <PI=> I:‘r/16Pr(t+2) 
=a IyJ, <M,(t+2)*y, ED,. 
(b) Since D is stable then for t, s E [0, m) and 7, E C we get 
l/d,T(C .s; 21,) Y,g(.c ;,,)I1 
3 
dK2(t+2)3h(s) 
=K,(t+2)3h(s)lA,-yI: 
= Kz(t + 2)’ w(t, Id,y, I ,), Kz>O, t>O. 
(c) For t > 0, $ E C, and 4 initial function of the solution x,(c, 4) of 
(4.2), we have 
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since J, is uniformly asymptotic stable. Then, for every initial function 
~!JE C such that ljq5Il < px and I&0)( <p,(O) the relation (3.4) holds. 
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